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Big things, small things
3
REVOLVING MAN, REVOLVING WOMAN
2013. Sewn fabric. Cotton. 400cm x 290cm approx.
4
REVOLVING MAN, REVOLVING WOMAN
2013. Sewn fabric. Cotton. 400cm x 290cm approx.
In the Navajo sky the Big Dipper and Cassiopea are two figures, a man and
a woman revolving around the star that doesn’t move, the North Star.
5
RIVER (Eridanus)
2013. Sewn fabric. Wool, cotton. 5 pieces. Overall size: 650cm x 300cm approx.
6
RIVER (Eridanus)
2013. Sewn fabric. Wool, cotton. 5 pieces. Overall size: 650cm x
300cm approx.
Eridu was an ancient city in south Mesopotamia along the Euphrates, one
of the first cities ever. Eridanus was a small river close to Athens, and
it was the old name of the Po. It was said that Eridanus was the Nile or
Ganges. Eridanus is a constellation about a mythical river, a sort of old
paradigm for all the rivers.
7
RIVER (Eridanus), MOUNTAINS (Alps)
Installation details of the show “Let the stars sit wherever they will”
8
MOUNTAINS (Alps)
2013-ongoing. Concrete. 5 thousand pieces appox.
9
MOUNTAINS (Alps)
2013-ongoing. Concrete. 5 thousand pieces appox.
1:100,000 scale reproduction of the Alps
Every little mountain realized in cement replicate in scale the elevation
of every mountain summit, from the highest and pointed to the more
modest and flat-topped hills. The shapes of the small sculptures are
fictional, approaching the representation of the mountain ranges of old
maps or medieval paintings. In a whole it wants to be first and foremost a
imaginary catalog, a puzzle impossible to solve, rather than a plausible
and meticulous map.
10
MOUNTAINS (Solar System)
2013-ongoing. Concrete. 50 pieces appox. 1:100,000 scale reproduction of a selection of mountains from planets and satellites of the Solar System
11
“Let the stars sit wherever they will”
Installation view of the show.
12
NEW YORK IN THE DESERT
October 25, 2012, Downtown Phoenix, Arizona. Painted clay, Scrubble characters.
13
NEW YORK IN THE DESERT
October 25, 2012.
Downtown Phoenix, Arizona.
Painted clay, Scrubble characters.
A clay small-scale model of the city of New
York is installed in one of the empty lots of
downtown Phoenix. The model is an imaginary and
alternative view of the New York of today with
the 1939’s World Fair Buildings still existing
and recostucted by heart from old images.
14
COPPER MOUNTAIN (PICKET POST)
2012. Copper.
15
COPPER MOUNTAIN (PICKET POST)
2012. Copper.
Full copper model of a mountain.
The model represents Picket Post
Mountain in Arizona, a US army old
military settlement established
during the civil and indian wars,
currently one of the biggest new
copper mines in the country.
The sculpture is meant to be
passed around from hand to hand,
indefinitely, like a big nugget.
16
BLACKBOARDS
(Being but men, we walked into the trees)
2011
Workshop, chalk mural.
GAMeC, Museo di arte moderna e contemporanea,
Bergamo.
This project converted two large walls of a
room
into
a
huge
floor-to-ceiling
writeable
blackboard.
Through
a
workshop
involving
two
primary
schools, a physicist and some artists, the
participants attempt to portray the complexity
of the world as it is described by quantum
mechanics.
with
classes IIe, IIIe, IVe and Ve, Scuola primaria
Locatelli and Scuola primaria Scuri, Bergamo
and
Derek Maria Francesco Di Fabio, Gemma Noris,
Marco
Colombaioni,
Giuseppe
Bozzi,
Diego
Perrone, Michele Gabriele, Giovanni Giaretta,
Anna Fantelli
17
BLACKBOARDS
2011. Workshop, chalk mural. GAMeC, Bergamo.
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BLACKBOARDS
2011. Workshop, chalk mural. GAMeC, Bergamo.
19
STARS
(Being but men, we Walked Into The Trees)
2011. Environmental installation. Cloths, twine
with:
Dafne Boggeri, Derek Francesco Maria Di Fabio,
Gemma Noris, Elena Nerina Reverberi, Carlo Spiga,
Isa Griese, Pascal Howe, Giuseppina Rubbi
Catalog of stars and constellations made of
cloth, using the color, the texture and the size
of each star in relation to the Sun.
For example, if the Sun were a piece of cloth a
mere centimeter large, the star Betelgeuse would
be a big 10-meter sheet, brilliant and red; an
unknown star in the constellation Canis Major
would reach 18 meters: and Sirius would be no
more than a small two centimeter blue star.
The project involved artists, fashion designers
and tailors in rethinking the cosmos, altering
its traditional representation.
20
STARS
2011. Environmental installation. Cloths, twine. GAMeC, Bergamo.
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STARS
2011. Environmental installation. Cloths, twine. GAMeC, Bergamo.
22
STARS
2011. Environmental installation. Cloths, twine. GAMeC, Bergamo.
23
GLI ELEMENTI / The Elements
(Forse l’emozione pi&ugrave; grande della mia vita
&egrave; stata una notte, c’era un’afa, un fermo,
come prima del terremoto,
Dio entr&ograve; nella mia camera impalpabilmente
e mi disse a te solo a te
faccio sapere che non esisto.
-Cesare Zavattini-)
2010. Installation and happening.
The work is an attempt to create a complete and varied
collection
of
92
so-called
“natural”
elements
of
Mendeleev’s periodic table. The elements, unearthed in
everyday objects, old or brand new, have been collected
in the exhibition space, whose only illumination was
provided by a sodium vapor lamp, a mercury vapor and
a metal halide. Some elements appeared for a moment in
fireworks set off outside the palace.
24
GLI ELEMENTI / The Elements
2010. Installation and happening.
25
GLI ELEMENTI / The Elements
2010. Installation and happening.
26
SiSTEMA SOLARE (TRENTO) / Solar System (Trento)
October 5, 2007. With “Teatro instabile di Meano”,III International Prize for Performance 2007, Centale di Fies, Dro, Trento.
27
SiSTEMA SOLARE / Solar System
2007-ongoing. Performance.
with: Isa Griese.
Staging
of
the
“solar
system”.
The
performance is enacted by the audience.
Each participant rotates him or herself
and
around
the
system.
each
other,
replicating
the geometry of the planets that form
diestroyed
The
system
is
continuously,
substitutions,
changes
and
formed
and
undergoing
defections.
Participants in the System will be, from
time to time, passersby, friends, and
spectators who want to improvise a planet
and its movement.
A collaboration with fashion designer Isa
Griese, in Paris, produced a series of
dresses that reflect the colors of the
planets, easy to wear and to be exchanged,
used by the participants of the system in
Paris, Sao Paulo, Brasilia and Bergamo.
28
SiSTEMA SOLARE (PARIGI) / Solar System (Paris)
April 2, 2009. “Ange Leccia et Le Pavillon”, Mus&eacute;e Bourdelle, Paris.
29
SiSTEMA SOLARE (SAN PAOLO) / Solar System (S&acirc;o Paulo)
May 12, 2009. S&acirc;o Paulo.
30
SiSTEMA SOLARE (BRASILIA) / Solar System (Brasilia)
May 6, 2009. Brasilia.
31
MURO / WALL
2008. Action.
Wooden Wall 420 cm x 250 cm.
One person holds up a wall that
would
otherwise
fall.
The
work
plays on the attempt to achieve
stability by pushing one’s strength
to the limit: the potential energy
remains in its potential state,.
The work addresses the act of one
body
fall
preventing
by
trying
an
to
irreversible
maintain
uncomfortable equilibrium.
an
32
During the exhibition here, titled Pleure qui
peut, rit qui veut, the wall in the middle
of the room was supported by visitors, who
were invited to prop it up.
33
Qualcuno su un tetto / Someone on a Roof
October 10, 2006. Action. Via Farini 35, Milan.
I imagined a person walking on the roof while I
am visiting the show. On the opening night of the
exhibition “Fragmented show, I made sure that a
person was stationed and spent time on the roof
without any reason.
34
Cielo stellato / Starry Sky
July 20, 2006. Action.
Surrounding of S.Fedele d’Intelvi.
I’ve collected all information needed to reach
a place with a perfect sight of the night sky.
The information’s consistency, once collected
and left at the spectator’s perusal, lasts but
one night, due to the intrinsically short span
of metereological data.
I was looking for a picture of the night sky
without having to fake or represent it, or more simply - I wanted to produce an action:
leaving the city to go look at the stars, with
no other aim or reason.
35
BOUNTY
36
Bounty
2009 - ongoing
Workshops,
events
environmental
installations,
public
The work consists of a 1:1 scale reconstruction of
the 18th century British naval vessel, HMS Bounty,
starting from its model kit.
The project travels, evolving as it connects to new
people and places each time the work takes shape.
Through workshops open to the public involving
schools and inhabitants of the area, parts of the
ship are recreated by using waste materials. These
workshops transform the project space into a naval
arsenal sui generis for a few weeks.
The project ends every time with a party where the
parts of the vessel are revealed to the public.
The sails are hoisted, the prow “launched” with
an opening concert, the flag left to unfurl in the
wind, the helmsman turns the wheel...
2010 - Bounty (sails)
Fondazione Pomodoro, Milan
Municipal kindergarten, Milan
Primary School Oberdan and G.A. Porzi, Milan
Middle school Italo Calvino, Milan
2010 - Bounty (sails)
CNAC, Le Magasin, Grenoble
Primary Schools, Grenoble
2011 - Bounty (prow)
GAMeC, Bergamo
A.B.F. Bergamo and Curno
2011 - Bounty (pennant)
Let’s Circus,
Piccola scuola di circo, Milan
2012 - Bounty (helm and cannon)
Castello di Rivoli, Rivoli
Summerschool
37
BOUNTY (SAILS)
2010. Workshop with one of the class of the Primary School Oberdan and G.A. Porzi of Milan. Fondazione Pomodoro, Milan
38
BOUNTY (SAILS)
2010. Hoist of one of the sails realized during the workshops in CNAC Le Magasin, Grenoble.
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BOUNTY (SAILS)
2010. Hoist of the two sails realized during the workshops in Fondazione Pomodoro, Milan.
40
BOUNTY (SAILS)
2010. Hoisted sail. CNAC Le Magasin, Grenoble.
41
BOUNTY (SAILS)
2010. Pirate Party. CNAC Le Magasin, Grenoble.
42
Bounty (prow)
April-May 2011
Workshop, environmental installation, festival
Workshop held by:
Azienda bergamasca di formazione di Bergamo e Curno
Fabio Rota
Mattia Angioletti
Mattia Scano
Ilenia Rizzo
Nicholas Nozza
Lorenzo Ciccale
Sara Alessio
Sergio D’adda
Ouadii Lamiri
Alberto Colosio
Andrea Bertoletti
Simone Soldi
Cristian Cortinovis
Matthias Vanoncini
David Negretto
Stefano Villa
Emanuel Patamia
Jordan Possenti
Stefano Bronzino
and with:
Carlo Spiga
Claudio Bottarelli
43
BOUNTY (PROW)
2011. Bounty model kit and waste wood.
44
BOUNTY (PROW)
2011. A moment of the workshop held by the students and open to the audience of the museum. The boat was build using waste wood.
45
BOUNTY (PROW)
2011. View of the prow under construction during the show.
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BOUNTY (PROW)
2011. Intallation view of the show “BOUNTY NELLO SPAZIO”
47
BOUNTY (PROW)
2011. Installation view of the show “BOUNTY NELLO SPAZIO”
48
BOUNTY (PROW)
2011. Installation view of the show “BOUNTY NELLO SPAZIO”
49
BOUNTY (PROW)
14 May 2011. Concert for the launch of the Bounty.
50
Bounty (Pennant)
2011. Patchwork fabrics.
Overall dimensions: triangle: base 100 cm, height 1000 cm
The pennant of the ship Bounty reimagined for the circus, in the
context of Marco Colombaioni‘s project “Let’s Circus”, Piccola
scuola di circo, Milano.
51
Bounty (Cannon)
2012. Workshop. Castello di Rivoli, Turin.
Bounty (Helm Wheel)
2011. Workshop. Castello di Rivoli, Turin.
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GHOSTS
MUSIC, NEWSPAPERS
and other works
53
Magic Friday
2011-ongoing
Potluck open to the public. Kitchen and entrance
ASU Art Museum, Tempe, Arizona; Combine Studios
Kitchen, Phoenix, Arizona.
with:
B&eacute;atrice Bailet and the staff of the ASU Art Museum
Every second Friday a potluck open to both museum
staff and the public is held in the lobby of
the Arizona State University Art Museum in Tempe.
Everyone is invited to cook something and share
it. The kitchen of the museum has developed into
a little culinary laboratory where different
communities and cultures that inhabit the vast
metropolitan area of Phoenix, Tempe, Scottsdale
and Mesa can come together.
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Magic Friday
2011-ongoing. Potluck open to the public. Kitchen and entrance ASU Art Museum, Tempe, Arizona; Combine Studios Kitchen, Phoenix, Arizona.
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Magic Friday
2011-ongoing. Potluck open to the public. Kitchen and entrance ASU Art Museum, Tempe, Arizona; Combine Studios Kitchen, Phoenix, Arizona.
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Magic Friday
October 27 2012. Magic Friday-Critical Mass Phoenix. Combine Studios Kitchen, Phoenix, Arizona. http://vimeo.com/52639379
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Untitled (Music!)
2009-ongoing
Simultaneous tuning of the car radios on a street
or in a square to the same frequency during a
music event broadcast live from another city or
from somewhere across the world. The work aims
to bring a particular or epochal event into the
street, opening it for collective participation.
Everyone is invited to be there and participate in
the event by tuning a radio or a car radio to the
same station in the place chosen for the event.
Each “happening” event is named for the radio show
that is broadcast on that occasion.
- 4 aprile 2009
rue Antoine Bourdelle, Paris
L’elisir d’amore, by Gaetano Donizetti
Live from the Metropolitan Opera di New York
- 29 ottobre 2009
Piazzale Archinto, Milano
Also sprach Zarathustra, by Richard Strauss
Live from the Auditorium of Torino
- 28 Gennaio 2011
Piazza del Francia, Bologna
Intolleranza 1960, by Luigi Nono
Live from the Teatro La Fenice di Venezia
58
Intolleranza 1960
2011. Happening, urban radio tuner
Bologna, January 28, h:19:00
On
January 28, 2010, at 7 p.m. , Luigi Nono’s work
Intolleranza 1960 was broadcast live on radio from
the Teatro La Fenice in Venice.
This was the first
production of the work after 50 years of absence
from the Italian theaters.
Links:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abqnbp9M_HQ&amp;feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIwRuDgL3_o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxehd2Y-ABk&amp;feature=related
59
Trascrizione della prima di Intolleranza 1960
Transcript of the premiere of “Intolleranza 1960”
2010-11. Book.
April 13, 1961. At the premiere of Luigi Nono’s
Intolerance 1960 at the Teatro La Fenice in Venice,
a group of fascist sympathizers
interrupts the
performance of the work. It seems a teacher at the
conservatory in Venice whose musical and political
idea differed from those of the more famous composer
was behind the protest. The booklet contains the
complete transcription of all verbal exchanges, the
altercations, whistles, applause, which interrupt
verses sung to the libretto, and tries to reconstruct
all the phases of the evening.
60
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Piero e Alweg
2010. Musical performance by Guido Mazzon
Text of the “Transcript of the premi&egrave;re of Intolleranza 1960”
South Station Monorail ALWEG, Turin
Piero and Alweg is a performance dedicated to two events that
happened in the spring of 1961: the premi&egrave;re of Luigi Nono’s
“Intollleranza 1960” in Venice and the opening of the monorail
ALWEG in Turin for the international expo “Italia61.”
The trumpeter Guido Mazzon improvised the music for the text
of the “Transcript of the premi&egrave;re of Intolleranza 1960,”
accompanying the story of the unresolved return home of an
immigrant named Piero. The text of the transcript was given to
the public. The performance took place on the raised terrace,
once a station south of the monorail ALWEG brand, flagship of the
Expo site, but now abandoned and without any intended use.
62
ITALIA61
2010. Neon. Light bulbs, wood, steel. The light sing displayed at the old ovovia station of Italia 61 World Fair.
63
ITALIA61
2010. Neon. Light bulbs, wood, steel.
“Italia61” is the reconstruction of the logo of the international
expo (Esposizione internazionale del lavoro) held in Turin on the
occasion of the celebrations of the centenary of the unification of
Italy in 1961. The inscription, originally located at the entrance of
the Expo site, was rebuilt by hand as a light-up sign and suspended
at the entrance to the Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo.
64 GIORNALI / Newspaper
Appare il futuro terribilmente vicino
The Future Looks Awfully Close
May 6, 2010. Urban happening, distributing copies
of La Stampa from May 6, 1961 in the main bar in
the city of Turin.
Appare il futuro terribilmente vicino is the reprint
in full of the newspaper La Stampa, released May
6, 1961, the date of the first centenary of the
unification of Italy and the day of the official
inauguration of the international expo of labor
(esposizione internazionale del lavoro) in Turin.
The newspaper was distributed in the early morning
hours of the anniversary in the bars in the center
of Turin, joining the newspaper of the day as a
sort of ghost sister.
The international exhibition “Italy ‘61 was the
culmination of a period of great expansion, the
staging of new wealth acquired and of a bright
future. The pages of the newspaper that day preserve
this sense of anticipation. The event was quickly
forgotten after a few months and the adventurous
architecture was gradually abandoned, destroyed,
or reconditioned.
La notizia sensazionale
The Sensational News
April 13, 2011. Urban happening, distributing
copies of L’Eco di Bergamo of April 13, 1961 in
the main bar in the city of Bergamo.
Reprint full copy of the Eco di Bergamo newspaper
published on April 13 ,1961, It’s the newspaper
that gave Bergamo the news of the sensational
first space world tour made by Yuri Gagarin. The
international news is together with local news
and articles, announcements, advertisements and
weather forecasts. The newspaper was distributed
in bars in the city exactly 50 years after its
first release, alongside the daily newspaper.
65
GIORNALI / Newspapers - Appare il futuro terribilmente vicino / The Future Looks Awfully Close
May 6, 2010. Urban happening, distributing copies of La Stampa from May 6, 1961 in the main bar in the city of Turin.
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AUF DER SUCHE NACH DEM SCHUPPEN-NUGGET
Searching for the Shed-Nugget
2010. Possenspiele.
by Matteo Rubbi and Isa Griese
with: Sonja Kassel, Anni Tritschler, Jessica Mester, Harm Coordes,
Ana Stoeckermann, Paul Baumgarten, Moritz Brunken, Rana Karan,
Lydia Liebner, Pascal Howe and Horst Griese.
Scene One: Bremen, XIII Century. Two merchants meet daily in the
port as the wealthy Hanseatic city, talk about this and that,
business and the future. Everything seems to spin smoothly, on a
typical morning... But no, nothing is really working, the story
becomes a long succession of ghosts from the Middle Ages to the
year 3000.
Staging invented and played by a group of residents of Bremen, freely
inspired by the city’s story. The attempt is to tell, involving
the public as much as possible, the story of a neighborhood’s
massive transformation of the city in progress.
67
AUF DER SUCHE NACH DEM SCHUPPEN-NUGGET / Searching for the Shed-Nugget
2010. With Isa Griese. Possenspiele.
68
Frassineto Po
2011.
With Daria Carmi and Francesco Burzotta.
Bulbs, wood, paint, electrical equipment.
400 cm x 70 cm x 20 cm
Perarolo
2009.
with Daniel Battistella and Daniela Zangrando
Wood, bulbs, paint, electrical equipment.
350 cm x 45 cm x 15 cm.
Perdaxius
2008.
Light signs for small towns
with Marco Pintus
Wood, bulbs, iron, electrical equipment.
400 cm x 40 cm x 15 cm.
69
Frassineto Po
2011.
With Daria Carmi and Francesco Burzotta.
Bulbs, wood, paint, electrical equipment.
400 cm x 70 cm x 20 cm
70
Perarolo
2009.
with Daniel Battistella and Daniela Zangrando
Wood, bulbs, paint, electrical equipment.
350 cm x 45 cm x 15 cm.
71
Perdaxius
2008.
with Marco Pintus
Wood, bulbs, iron, electrical equipment.
400 cm x 40 cm x 15 cm.
72
GAMES
73
STAR TIKI
2012-ongoing. Workshop, board game prototype.
74
STAR TIKI
2012-ongoing. Workshop, board game prototype.
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STAR TIKI
2012-ongoing. Workshop, board game.
Star Tiki is a board game invented in the autumn of 2011 during
the workshop “The adventures of Kon Tiki”, GAMeC, Galleria d’arte
moderna e contemporanea di Bergamo.
During the workshops we developed a game prototype from the ideas
and suggestions of each participant. Star Tiki is also the name
of the gaming group that was formed during the workshop, and
that disseminated the game in different contexts, deforming it,
expanding it, shrinking it, consuming it, reinventing it.
Star Tiki is formed by:
Adriano Rossi, Leonardo Chiappini, Letizia Del Prato, Matteo
Rubbi, Nicole Piccaluga, Primavera Fumagalli, Raffaella Rota,
Roberto Pezzotta, Valeria Ingignoli
76
Marco Colombaioni
Il gioco dell’oca
realization by: Cherimus
2009-current. Acrylic on cement.
Courtyard GAMeC, Bergamo.
with
Emiliana
Noris,
Sabiu,
Derek
Yassine
Francesco
Balbiziui,
Maria
Di
Gemma
Fabio,
Crtisthian Raimondi, Matteo Rubbi, Isa Griese,
B&eacute;atrice
Bailet,
Elena
Nerina
Reverberi,
Leonardo Chiappini, Giovanni Giaretta, Cleo
Fariselli,
Carlo
Spiga,
Michele
Edna Gee, Alek O., Santo Tolone.
“Il
gioco
dell’oca”
(Game
of
Gabriele,
Goose)
is
a
project of Marco Colombaioni that took place
for the first time in the town of Valledoria,
Sardinia and which the artist described this
way:
“In a square in the town of Valledoria in
Sardinia, I made a great game of goose. This
is a permanent installation in which 63 boxes
of the game appear in images that evoke a
fantasy world populated only by animals”.
77
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L’Italia in cerchio / Italy in a Circle - Firenze-Bologna,
by Fiammetta Caime
2009-ongoing. Prototype games inspired by the Tour of Italy 1934. Villa Necchi Campiglio, Milan.
79
L’Italia in cerchio / Italy in a Circle
2009-ongoing.
Prototype games inspired by the Tour of Italy 1934.
Milano-Torino (Matteo Rubbi)
Torino-Genova (Dafne Boggeri)
Genova-Livorno (B&eacute;atrice Bailet)
Livorno-Pisa (Iris Touliatou)
Pisa-Roma
(Emiliana Sabiu)
Roma-Napoli (Pedro Barateiro)
Napoli-Bari (Marco Colombaioni)
Bari-Campobasso (Leonardo Chiappini)
Campobasso-Teramo (Cleo Fariselli)
Teramo-Ancona (Michele Gabriele)
Ancona-Rimini (Alek O.)
Rimini-Firenze (Derek Maria Francesco Di Fabio)
Firenze-Bologna (Fiammetta Caime)
Bologna-Ferrara (Vincenzo Latronico)
Ferrara-Trieste (Alice Mandelli)
Trieste-Bassano del Grappa (Isa Griese)
Bassano del Grappa-Milano (Giovanni Giaretta)
A choral work composed by a series of games invented
by a group of artists and friends who set out a new
and crazy map of Italy. The full game, entirely
feasible in succession, is left to the public, along
with dice, cards, checkers and rules.
The starting point of the work lies in the genesis
of a game, made up of rules being drawn, close
to sharing, testing, negotiation. Each player is
expected to discuss a rule, to imagine a new one, to
invent a plot, a possible ending.
80
L’Italia in cerchio / Italy in a Circle
2009-ongoing. Prototype games inspired by the Tour of Italy 1934. Villa Necchi Campiglio, Milan.
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L’Italia in cerchio / Italy in a Circle - Livorno-Pisa, by Iris Touliatou
2009-ongoing. Prototype games inspired by the Tour of Italy 1934. Villa Necchi Campiglio, Milan.
82
L’Italia in cerchio / Italy in a Circle - Napoli-Bari,
by Marco Colombaioni
2009-ongoing. Prototype games inspired by the Tour of Italy 1934. Villa Necchi Campiglio, Milan.
83
GIOCHI DA TAVOLO / Board Games
2009-ongoing. Board Games with copies of the original patents.
Various materials.
Board games is series of games never published or that have disappeared
completely from the market. Of these games, and of their authors,
no trace remains except the project and the rules contained in the
original patent. Each game is called by the name of its inventor,
because the gamesdid not have specific titles. As prototypes, the
rules are sometimes incomplete, unclear or even absent. Players have
to interpret the game and build new rules, reinventing the goals and
trying to get inside the head of the inventor.
84
Alexander Lang
2009. “L’indiano in giardino”, Bar La cantinetta, Milan
85
George Gruver
2009. “L’indiano in giardino”, Bar La cantinetta, Milan
86
Dudley H. Wiggins
2012. Liste, Basel
87
CHERIMUS
88
Cherimus
2007-ongoing
Cherimus was founded in Perdaxius in
2007 by three friends: Marco
Colombaioni, Matteo Rubbi and Emiliana Sabiu.
Cherimus pursues the goal of integrating local identity and contemporary
art. The association, which is firmly rooted in the Sulcis-Iglesiente area,
works to forge a new relationship between the contemporary art world and
small regional initiatives. We want to invite artists from around the
world to interact directly with people, with places, and with potential
processes of innovation, both cultural and economic.
We host artists who are interested in working with us to reinvent a street,
a path, a square, a festival… and we ask residents to open up their homes
to them: in our eyes this is the way to foster a kind of art that is born
and has meaning in this specific place, that does not imply adopt existing,
consolidated models, but rather challenges them, putting them in touch
with the real
context and its problems.
Cherimus is a Sardinian word that means “we want”.
89
CHADAL
2011-ongoing. by Cherimus. Cooperative nternational project between Italy and Senegal
90
CHADAL
by Cherimus
Cooperative nternational project between Italy and Senegal
Chadal, a cooperative international project between Senegal and
Sardinia, has given rise to an intense cultural exchange involving
musicians and artists from Dakar and Sulcis. The project’s concept
was to enhance and deepen the dialogue between the Sardinian and the
Senegalese community, the largest African community on the Italian
island.
Out of this experience formed Chadal, a new Sardinian-Senegalese
band that debuted in Dakar on May 20, 2011 before embarking on
a real concert tour travelling across Sardinia and Milan. During
workshops organized in Dakar and in several small towns in the
Sulcis, a colorful background set was created, Sardinian children
and Senegalese children made instruments for each other and exchanged
them, and a disk with the group’s first songs was recorded.
The name of the group, Chadal, is a transliteration of the European
Caadal, a colorful bird that migrates from Sardinia to Senegal.
91
ICI DAKAR ET LA SARDAIGNE!
18 May 2011. Workshop led by Marco Colombaioni. With Abdoulaye Cysso Manee, Matteo Rubbi and Espace Enfants de la Maison de la Culture Douta Seck.
Dakar, Senegal
92
LIVE IN DAKAR 2011. LP record, limited edition of 300 copies. With: Cherimus. Vinyl Live in Dakar contains a selection of excerpts from the
first public concert of the Sardinian group-Senegalese group Chadal, which took place at the Centre Culturel Douta Seck in Dakar on May 20, 2011.
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The LP “Live in Dakar” was displayed
for the first time in Venice at the
Fondazione Querini Stampalia.
For this occasion a normally closed,
inactive
access to the canal
was
opened to the public.
A
turntable
with
amplifiers
and
speakers was placed inside a little
space created
by transforming the
access, broadcasting the music of
Live in Dakar so that it was audible
from the two bridges located at the
entrances of the Foundation and
passing
boats and gondolas.
to
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LIVE IN DAKAR
2011. The LP “Live in Dakar” diplayed at the show “Viaggio in Italia” in Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice
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GOR&eacute;E (Venezia)
2011. Print on fabric micro. Two pieces.
Overall size 850cm x 200cm approx.
Viaggio in Italia
Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice
“Goree” is a photograph of the horizon over the
ocean taken by Susana Moliner from the gateway to
the sea of the Maison des Esclaves on the island
of Goree in Senegal. It was through this door that
all the slaves were shipped to America. The image,
printed on a lightweight translucent fabric, hung
vertically on a wire clothes line overlooking the
canal below. The fabric is cut along the horizon,
letting the
the sky.
wind combine and separate the sea and
In constant motion, the fabric was visible from
spaces overlooking the canal from which the music
of Live in Dakar was broadcast.
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GOR&eacute;E (Venezia)
2011. Print on fabric micro. Two pieces. Overall size 850cm x 200cm approx.
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GOR&eacute;E (Paris)
2013. Print on silk. Two pieces. Overall size 400cm x 280cm
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PROGETTO PER PIAZZA DANTE, PERDAXIUS 2010-2013. A project by Cherimus. With Diego Perrone, Christian Frosi, Derek Di Fabio, Michele Gabriele e Matteo Rubbi. Pencil wall drawing(12mt x 6mt approx.) by Michele Gabriele, Carlo Spiga, Jonathan Vivacqua, Giovanni Giaretta, Derek
Di Fabio, Matteo Rubbi, Marta Fontana, Emiliana Sabiu. MACC, Museo d’arte contemporanea di Calasetta, Calasetta, Italy
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PROGETTO PER PIAZZA DANTE, PERDAXIUS
2010-2013. Project and wall drawing.
The drawing is a portrait of a square that does not
exist; made 
according to the original project by Matteo
Rubbi, Diego Perrone, Christian Frosi, Derek Di Fabio and
Michele Gabriele, proposed for the central square of the
town Perdaxius, in Sardinia (CA), but never built.
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ASTROSAFARI / STAMPASTELLE
2013. Outdoor night picnic and workshops. A group of children of Calasetta designed and printed their own
night sky, starting from the tales of a group of adults (tourists and inhabitants) that spent a night outdoors observing the stars.
The project Astrosafari and Stampastelle is an idea of: Marta Fontana, Emiliana Sabiu, Edna Gee, Isamit Morales, Matteo Rubbi.
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LA BIBLIOTECA FANTASTICA
2012-2013. Series of wortkshops in public libraries, 4 short movies, traveling exhibit.
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LA BIBLIOTECA FANTASTICA
2012-2013. Series of workshops in public libraries.
Four short movies. Traveling exhibition
Six art and culture personalities – coming from countries
of origin of the main immigrant communities settled in
Sardinia – have collaborated with middle school kids
from six small towns in the Sulcis region (South-West
of Sardinia) to reinvent their respective libraries. The
project started in October with a number of focus groups
meant to cast light on the children’s needs and desires,
that represented the starting point of the project.
Marcos Lora Read from the Dominican Republic, Yassine
Balbzioui from Morocco, Kilap Gueye and
Pape Thiam
from Senegal,
Andr&eacute; Raatsch from Hungary,
Daniella
Isamit Morales from Venezuela, have then worked with the
children of Masainas, Villaperuccio, Santadi, Piscinas,
Giba and Perdaxius in the respective libraries during
four workshops, which started in November 2012 and ended
in February 2013.
The ‘Biblioteca fantastica’ project is the winner of the
‘2011 Library and Social Cohesion’ competition and has
been realized with the financial support of Fondazione
Vodafone Italia and Fondazione Con il Sud. Its aim is
to promote and improve the role of libraries as sites
of encounters and instruments of social inclusion and
cohesion.
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LA BIBLIOTECA FANTASTICA
2012-2013. Series of workshops in public libraries, four short movies, traveling exhibition.
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SULCIS ODDITY (STANDARDS) 2013.
Banners. Prints on paper, telescopic sticks, Christmas lights. Installation view. Chiostro dei Tolentini,
IUAV, Universit&agrave; di Venezia. Kaleidoscope Venice Bar, Biennal Opening, Venice.
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SULCIS ODDITY
2013. Banners. Light signs.
As on old army parade, or a modern sport parade,
the six small towns participing in the project
“La Bilioteca Fantastica” were represented in
six banners, mixing old book illustation about
science-fiction with the names of the towns. They
were shown the first time in Venice, as ambassadors
of these places, in a collateral event of the
Biennale opening. A sort of unexpected temporary
Sulcis pavilion.
The banners were damaged seriously during the
event, and their remains were transformed in
special suspended lamps, to light up the exhibition
“La Biblioteca Fantastica” at MAN, Nuoro.
SULCIS ODDITY (LIGHT SIGNS) 2013. Six light signs. Prints on paper, lamps of different models and sizes. Installation view of the show LA
BIBLITECA FANTASTICA curated by Emiliana Sabiu. MAN, Museo d’arte della Provincia di Nuoro.
106
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CARO GIACOMO
2008-ongoing
Annual event, Perdaxius, Italy
Every year a small group of artists from all over the
world is invited to share ideas and produce works together
with the inhabitants of the town Perdaxius in occasion of
its celebration day: “San Giacomo e Sant’Anna”.
CARO GIACOMO
2012. Light sign of the event. Painted waste wood, christmas lights. Designed by Matteo Rubbi, Painted by the children of Perdaxius.
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CARO GIACOMO
2008-ongoing. Annual event, Perdaxius, Italy. In the pics works by: Marco Colombaioni, Andrea Rossi, Edna Gee, Carlo Spiga, Michele Gabriele, Derek di Fabio.
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CARO GIACOMO
2008-ongoing. Annual event, Perdaxius, Italy. In the pics works by: Marco Colombaioni, Santo Tolone, Isa Griese, Leonardo Chiappini.
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CARO GIACOMO
2008-ongoing. Annual event, Perdaxius, Italy. In the pics works by: Cleo Fariselli, Santo Tolone, Alek O., Yassine Balbzioui.
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NINIENDI SU PIPPIEDDU
2009-2010. Worshops, Nativity Scene. Perdaxius.
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NINIENDI SU PIPPIEDDU
2009-2010. Worshops, Nativity Scene. Perdaxius.
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NINIENDI SU PIPPIEDDU
2009-2010. Worshops, Nativity Scene. Perdaxius.
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NINIENDI SU PIPPIEDDU
2009-2010. Worshops, Nativity Scene. Perdaxius.
With:
Marco Colombaioni, Carlo Spiga, Cleo Fariselli, Diego Perrone,
Andrea Rossi, Emiliana Sabiu, Matteo Rubbi and the Primary
school of Perdaxius.
Cherimus invited a group of artists to work along with the
children of the Primary school of Perdaxius, to build
a
nativity scene using waste material collected by both artist
and children. The aim of the project was to involve children and
artists from all over the country to work together for one of
the most important moments of the small community. The nativity
scene was installed in a middle age church that was closed for
years and that opened again thanks to this project.
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